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COMMERCIAL NEWS
Exhibitions.

a) Swiss Tourism and International Culinary Art
Exhibition.

The President of the Confederation, M. Rodolphe
Rubattel, will be at lie opening ceremony on May 14th
of HOSPES, the exhibition devoted to tourism in
Switzerland and international culinary art. Spread
over a floor area of 170,000 square metres, it boasts
a foreign participation comprising Belgium, Germany,
France, Holland, Italy, Brazil, the United States,
Great Britain, India and Austria.

" The aim of the exhibition " the President of
HOSPES stated at a recent Press conference "is, in
the mind of its organisers, to draw the attention of
the whole nation to the considerable economic, ethical
and demographic importance of tourism in a country
such as ours, which is poor in raw materials.
Tourism is closely linked to culinary art, to which we
have devoted all our care and attention. The purpose
of this section of the exhibition is to raise the pro-
fessional level of hotel-keeping, to give both em-
plovers and employees an enhanced consciousness of
their worth.

b) Swiss National Agriculture Exhibition.
Work is advancing rapidly on the site chosen for

the 11th Swiss National Exhibition of Agriculture,
Sylviculture and Horticulture, which will be held in
Lucerne from the 16th September to the 11th October
next. Buildings will be erected on 40,000 square
metres, whereas the remaining area (160,000 nP) will
be surrounded by demonstration stands easily access-
ible to 9,000 spectators.

c) Textiles at the Basle Samples Fair.
Perhaps in no other one are there so many

possibilities for new creations as in the textile
group, and every year the Basle Samples Fair pro-
vides an opportunity of showing these novelties. It
would be difficult this year to describe them in details,
but colours, designs and weave, as well as nerv
mixtures of fibres, all play a part in making fashion
news. Silk reaffirms its prestige, in the company of
rayons, nylons, cottons. To all of them, recently
discovered technical treatments give a new aspect.
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Other materials deserve mention, too, and in
particular woollen fabrics, whose quality places them
to an increasing extent in the international class.

A special feature of the textile group at this
year's Fair will be the new " Monsieur-Madame "
Salon, in which are displayed ready-to-wear clothes,
lingerie articles, underwear sets and accessories,
grouped under such headings as " travel " week-
end ", " youth ", " evening parties ".

Swiss Participation in International Fairs.
There was an impressive display of Swiss pro-

ducts both at the Hanoverian Industries Fair and at
the Milan Fair. In Hanover Switzerland had the
largest show of all participating foreign countries.
The display in Milan was very effectively organised
by the Swiss Office for the Development of Trade.

Swiss Loans to Foreign Countries.
It has now been possible to complete the negotia-

fions concerning the Swiss loan to the French State
Railways mentioned in the last, issue of the Swiss
Observer, and an argreement was to be signed in he
early part of this month. Moreover, the satisfactory
conclusion has been announced of the negotiations for
the launching on the Swiss market of a loan by the
French group of Péchiney, one of the most important
industrial concerns in France in the chemical, electro-
metallurgical and mining fields. The loan, amount-
ing to 25m. francs and carrying interest at 4| per
cent., will be issued by a consortium of Swiss banks.

Blocked Assets in the United States.
The Swiss Federal Political Department has

drawn public attention to the prolongation until 9th
February, 1955 (instead of December 7th, 1954), of
the period within which claims may be made for the
restitution of assets blocked in the United States, by
the Offices of Alien Property, Department of Justice,
because of possible enemy ownership.
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